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WORLD FINALLY
WAKES UP!

THE TRUTH: Effective preventions and treatments like Ivermectin have been
suppressed by governments/media beholden to Gates, Schwab and the
pharmaceutical industry. Millions of people did not need to die.

No one had to lock down,
wear a mask or lose their job.
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to boost the immune system, reduce
inflammation and fight infections

• Tea Tree Oil For Skin Cancer
• Does Ivermectin Work for COVID-19?
• Glutathione for Detoxification
• Healing with Pine Needle Tea
• 7 Serious Dangers of Sleep Deprivation
• Ginseng for Erectile Dysfunction
• 9 Amazing Benefits of Catnip
• The Serious Health RIsks of Face Masks

MUCH MORE INSIDE

www.naturalmedicine.net.nz
Subscribe now to the
world's most HONEST
health magazine

Only $NZ40 a year
Australia: $NZ48

CURRENT ISSUE AND BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE ONLINE
IN HARD COPY AS WELL AS PDF DOWNLOADS.

Introduction
It's getting increasingly obvious, even
to people who went along with the official story, that the official story has been
used to cover up and suppress the 'unofficial' story – that successful treatments
for Covid exist. And that the rushed-tomarket Covid "vaccines" have an appalling
safety record and are responsible for more
deaths and injuries than any other vaccine
on the market.
For the past several centuries the psychopathic "elite"
has perfected the techniques of trauma based mind
control. Think 9/11 for example.
It's far easier to manipulate people when they're traumatised than when they're not. And they're using it again.
In the last two years we have witnessed the creation of
mass psychosis in which the rational mind has been deliberately subverted. Millions of people were paralysed
with fear, isolated from each other with lockdowns and
herded to the "authorities" for help.
Which was, after all is said and done, the lynch pin of
the plan.
Absent control over the minds of the people, there
could be no "plandemic", no lockdowns, no mass rush
into servile (e.g. mindless) compliance in what is being
engineered to create an Orwellian dystopia.
E.g., no more free speech. No independent thought.
Total censorship of those who don't go along with the
official story. And no more a free press that challenges
"authority". Now it's bought and paid for.

And so much for science as we thought we knew it,
where objectivity ruled and there was no "consensus"
masquerading as absolute unchanging, truth.
Logic itself – a sacred way of getting to the truth – has
been ground into dust by those who insist on playing
God and trying to go Perfection one better.
Now these white coat minions – none of whom has a
conscience – and their "journalist" stenographers –
think that it's just fine to genetically engineer millions
or even billions of people with a "clot shot" that doesn't
work as advertised, and in fact actually disables the immune system itself.
As we go to press hundreds of thousands of people
have been injured and killed by the "jab". And way you
look at it, it's beginning to look a lot like genocide.
This issue of The Real News focuses on the evidence
for what should be outrageous and unbelievable, but
isn't. It's not "misinformation". Sadly, it's true.
By the way, do you remember when vaccines used to
be removed from the market if a handful of people died
from them? Not that long ago.
Those were the days.
– Ed.
PS: Issues 1, 2 and 3 of The Real News cover Covid
treatments among other important issues and are
available as FREE PDF downloads from our website
https://therealnews.nz/. Please download them and
share with family and friends.

The planning has been in the works for many years
1981 JACQUES ATTALI QUOTE FROM
L'AVENIR DE LA VIE (The Future Of Life)
"In the future it will be about finding a way to reduce the
population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he is
over 60-65 years of age, man lives longer
than he produces and costs society dearly.
Then the weak and then the useless who
do nothing for society because there will
be more and more of them, and especially
finally the stupid ones.
Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to be an essential instrument of our future societies, in all cases. Of
course, we cannot execute people or set
up camps. We will get rid of it by making
them believe it is for their own good. Too
large a population, and for the most part
unnecessary, is something economically
too expensive.

Socially, it is also much better for the human machine to come
to a screeching halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We
won't be able to give intelligence tests to millions and millions
of people, you can imagine!
We will find something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain people, a real economic
crisis or not, a virus that will affect the old
or the big, it doesn't matter, the weak will
succumb to it, the fearful and the stupid will
believe it and ask to be treated.
We will have taken care to have planned the
treatment, a treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be done
by themselves: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. "
SOURCE: https://www.armstrongeconomics.

com/world-news/tyranny/the-stupid-willReiner Fuellmich

believe-it-and-ask-to-be-treated-pandemicto-depopulate-1981/

BREAKING

NANOTECH
DISCOVERED IN NZ
PFIZER COVID JABS

By Our Correspondent
4000x.
After having a close look at the blood of dozens
of vaccine injured people, patients started asking
me about certain round and square bright yellow
formations in their capillary blood as seen on the
screen.
Nothing in the textbooks identified such things,
and various people doing similar work, suggested
that they might be crystals or some sort of slide or
cover slip anomaly. At first, I just told the patients
that it wasn’t important – possibly uric acid or
something like that.
Then several “empty” vials of Pfizer COMIRNATY
vaccine were obtained. I trust the source of the
shots 100%. The vials were from recent leftover
vaccine after the shots had been given.

For those who just want the short story:
Here’s the picture of one drop of New Zealand’s Pfizer COMIRNATY “vaccine” under a cover slip, after it was inadvertently
heated lightly, and viewed the same day through dark field
microscopy at low magnification, projected onto a TV monitor.

The long story goes like this:
I am a physician in good standing, having a background in
mathematics and physics from university, then specialized
beyond internal medicine after residency. I’ve had extensive
phase contrast microscopy experience.
People who were injured by the Pfizer jab started showing up
in my practice. At this time in 2021, I didn’t have a microscope.
Several doctors had come forward in other countries to report
strange observations. Dr. Zandre Botha from South Africa
showed the uniform strange round circles. La Quinta Columna
showed what appeared to be microchips and other formations. Two other doctors talked about parasites and of all
things, hydras!

On a Friday in December, alone in my office, I
took the vials out, thawed, and examined them. I
drew up all the contents (just a few drops in each
one) from each vial into a 3cc syringe with a 16G
needle and put one drop of it on a slide with a cover slip, and
another slide with a drop of vaccine mixed with a drop of human blood and put a cover slip on it.
The amount of activity in the liquid and the strange shapes
were baffling to say the least.
Squares and circles seemed to connect up to each other consistently. Over an hour or two, the squares and circles seemed
to enlarge somehow.
On the same hot day, I had to travel from my office to another
office some distance away. The slides were packed up in
plastic slide mailers and placed in a cardboard box in the car
alongside the microscope. It had been a long week, and the
ocean looked enticing, so I parked the car with the windows
cracked about two inches, went for a 40-minute walk, then
continued my drive.

This is not my first rodeo. Having previously experienced
how those of us that critically look at the vaccine situation are
heavily infiltrated by persons wishing to divert and control
the narrative, I thought, “What is real?”, and “What is put forth
in order to lead questioners to look like fools?”
Because of my previous extensive microscopy experience,
learning to use a dark field microscope didn’t take a huge
amount of education. I took a 12 week course on live blood
analysis using the most sophisticated dark field microscope
and camera that my money could buy. It magnifies up to
6
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At my destination, the microscope was set up and I had another look at the slides. I don’t scare easily but what I saw next
gave me a bit of a chill.
Then an enormous formation appeared right under my nose
and I grabbed some pictures. At this point, my software was
not matching up well with my Mac computer so the phone
video was the only option.
The straight lines and corners were lined with squares, rectangles, and circles
Wanting better graphics, I purchased a gaming PC laptop. The
software was then useable and I could take future images from
the video program attached to the camera, for better definition.
If this was to be believed by anyone, it had to be repeated and
understood better.
In the days that followed I contemplated how the formation
happened. Was it a function of time? Of the vibration in the
car? Heat? Cell towers along the way? It could have been any
of those, so I took some more of the liquid and plated out some
more slides, put them in multiple slide carriers, drove them
all around the city near cell towers for two hours, and then
came back.
I did get some additional interesting images but nothing like
the first one.
A few weeks later, I got hold of some more vaccine from the
same source. This time there were lot numbers and four vials.
I plated them out separately and also mixed some of the old
liquid with the new. The new liquid had far more circles than
the first lot, and had fewer squares.

The first attempts gave formations.
Interesting that on the second day when I came back and relooked, the structures had shifted off their foundations. This
may have been from handling the slides but it shows that the
formations are “things” and not shadows or dehydration.

ingredients of the only FDA approved vaccine for Covid?
The following images are from the slide which had one drop
of fresh human blood mixed with one drop of vaccine liquid.
When the liquid met up to the blood, the white blood cells
were annihilated, and the red blood cells heavily damaged.
While concentrating on getting as good a focus as possible,
I didn’t think too much of what I captured. But when I later
looked closer, it was obviously an image of some sort of nanotech chips linked by “cords”. The cords may be made in part
from fibrin. But what is certain is that when mixed with human
blood, different things than just “vaccine alone”, happen on
the slide.
I have nothing else to say. The pictures speak for themselves.
This research should be continued by other laboratories.
Get some high quality German
slides and cover slips. Place
a drop of vaccine from a used
vial or a fresh vial. Observe the
activity at lower magnification
Blood samples showing crystal-like,
unidentified objects

and also at 1600 to 4000x using
dark field microscopy. Get a dry
incubator for the fresh slides and
set it at different temperatures
ranging from 38-42 for at least an
hour. Observe again. If nothing interesting occursred, try putting it back in the incubator. Follow up the second day.
Do the same with a drop of blood and a drop of vaccine. Combine different vaccine lots and use one drop of the combined
vaccines on each slide. Use PPE and vent the space so you are
not breathing the liquid (a laminar flow hood would be ideal)
and wear gloves.

After some more attempts, interesting activity and organization occurred, but no dramatic new images were made.
I plated out another batch on the 16th of January. Then I took
them out in the car into the city on a hot day and left them in
the car with the windows down. It was around 28°C outdoors,
and the car got to around 40°C max. When I got home, this
image was on the slide with a whole lot more. The experiment
was successfully repeated.
It is not for me to make assumptions on what these elements
are, but I don’t think this is a normal finding in old style nonSARS-CoV-2 vaccines. The organisation that occurred does not
appear to be simply organic, or debris, or artefact, and it is not
simply dehydration of the slide.
It is highly self-organised and appears to be part of the design
of the liquid.
For so many months I had pondered why this infection was so
severe and important, that the vaccine has to be given to every
human on the planet several times – even if one has recovered
from Covid. This is unprecedented in vaccine history.

Anyone with a dark field microscope can do
this same thing.
Why aren’t more people looking at the vaccine under a
microscope? Why hasn’t the public been informed of the full
The Real News #4

ED NOTE: As we go to press, this page has been taken
down. ARCHIVED HERE: https://archive.md/O8uUS
ALSO SEE: https://thebuzz.nz/claims-nanotechnologyfound-in-pfizer-jab-by-new-zealand-lab/
SOURCE: https://masksaredangerous.com/nanotech-in-theshots/#
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UK Covid Vaccine

Crime Investigation
Underway
January 17, 2022
• Metropolitan Police Crime Number: 6029679/21
• International Criminal Court (The Hague) case number:
OTP-CR-473/21
The world’s largest-ever international criminal investigation
is now underway, involving Hammersmith Police, The Metropolitan Police, and The International Criminal Court. The
UK police accepted the supporting information and agreed
there is enough evidence to proceed under the above crime
number.
The case was lodged on 20th December 2021 by Sam White
MD, Philip Hyland (PJH Law), Lois Bayliss (Broad Yorkshire
Law) and retired policeman Mark Sexton. Requests for further
assistance have been made to international lawyer Robert F
Kennedy Jnr (nephew of J F Kennedy), Dr. Reiner Fuellmich
(German corporate lawyer who won the emissions scandal
case against Volkswagen Audi), Dr. Michael Yeadon (Former
Pfizer Vice President), plus countless other doctors, professors, virologists, biologists, data experts and lawyers nationally and internationally; some of whom have already made
direct contact with the police and have been acknowledged
by Superintendent Simpson (Assistant to Cressida Dick, Head
of The Metropolitan Police).
The complaints allege numerous serious crimes including
misfeasance and misconduct in public office; gross negligence manslaughter; corporate manslaughter, murder, conspiracy to murder, genocide and crimes against humanity.
The evidence submitted by Philip Hyland and Dr. Sam White
against the UK’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) is damning and shows they did not
carry out due diligence surrounding the vaccine data, trials
and studies; and that they continued to ignore the death, harm
and injury the vaccines cause.
Mark Sexton says: “This is now a live criminal investigation.
We were forced to act due to the complacency of the UK Government, despite them being fully aware of the catastrophic
death and injury figures to adults and children alike. This is
nothing short of genocide; once again it seems that profit
over people is the overriding motive. There is a deliberate
blanket campaign of misinformation underway. Many don’t
even realise that the Covid vaccine is still an experimental
product. This is the most far-reaching criminal inquiry ever
undertaken. A national scandal that threatens the lives and
the livelihoods of every person in the UK. If people want unassailable current evidence, I’d suggest in the interim they look
at: https://www.saveusnow.org.uk/covid-vaccine-scientificproof-lethal/

Death and Injuries from
"Vaccines" in Europe
Now in the Millions

– Official Figures

The European (EEA and non-EEA countries) database of
suspected drug reaction reports is EudraVigilance, verified
by the European Medicines Agency (EMA), and they are now
reporting 37,927 fatalities, and 3,392,632 injuries following
injections of four experimental COVID-19 shots:
COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE MODERNA (CX-024414)
COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE ASTRAZENECA (CHADOX1 NCOV-19)
COVID-19 VACCINE JANSSEN (AD26.COV2.S)
From the total of injuries recorded, almost half of them
(1,611,423) are serious injuries.
“Seriousness provides information on the suspected undesirable effect; it can be classified as ‘serious’ if it corresponds
to a medical occurrence that results in death, is life-threatening, requires inpatient hospitalisation, results in another
medically important condition, or prolongation of existing
hospitalisation, results in persistent or significant disability or
incapacity, or is a congenital anomaly/birth defect.”
A Health Impact News subscriber in Europe ran the reports for
each of the four COVID-19 shots we are including here. It is a
lot of work to tabulate each reaction with injuries and fatalities,
since there is no place on the EudraVigilance system we have
found that tabulates all the results.
Since we have started publishing this, others from Europe
have also calculated the numbers and confirmed the totals.*
Here is the summary data through January 15, 2022.
Total reactions for the mRNA vaccine Tozinameran (code
BNT162b2,Comirnaty) from BioNTech/ Pfizer: 17,054 deaths
and 1,624,526 injuries to 15/01/2022
SOURCE: https://healthimpactnews.com/2022/37927-deathsand-3392632-injuries-following-covid-shots-in-european-database-as-young-people-continue-to-die/

“In years to come this will be the equivalent of another Thalidomide scandal, but for now we have to act on a united front
to get the truth out to the public and stop the unsafe Covid
vaccine rollout. We have several thousand pieces of evidence
to discredit the safety and efficacy of this vaccine, but we
are still encouraging members of the public to contact us to
further support our claim. We therefore appeal to anyone who
has suffered the death of a loved one following a Covid vaccine and anyone who has been injured by it, e.g. blindness,
heart issues, blood clots, stroke, myocarditis etc”.
“We’d also like to hear from those illegally threatened with
‘No jab, no job’”.We must act now. If you have information to
assist the police inquiry, please contact Lois Bayliss of Broad
Yorkshire Law: loisbayliss@broadyorkshirelaw.co.uk
SOURCE: https://vaxx.free2shine.net/uk-vaccine-crimeinvestigation/
8
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Trudeau Brags:

"Media Lets Government
Off-the-Hook Because We Pay
Them $600 Million"
World NewsDesk
February 2, 2022
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is bragging that the media lets government off the
hook because government pays them $600
Million!
He went on to say "You don't get stellar headlines like these without greasing the wheels a
little bit."
So there you have it: The mass-media is no
longer the "fourth estate" to hold government
accountable, it's just another special interest
with its hand out for free government money.
Now you know why you're being lied to so often
and so brazenly. If you still believe the legacy
mass media after hearing this, you deserve the
deception they peddle.
SOURCE: https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.
php/en/news-page/world/trudeau-brags-medialets-government-off-the-hook-because-we-pay-them-

Violation Tracker Parent Company Summary
Parent Company Name: Pfizer
Ownership Structure: publicly traded (ticker symbol PFE)
Headquartered in: New York
Major Industry: pharmaceuticals
Specific Industry: pharmaceuticals

Penalty total since 2000: $10,193,896,333

IS PFIZER THE
MOST CORRUPT
COMPANY IN
THE WORLD?

Top 5 Primary Offense Types Penalty Total Number of Records

Penalty total since 2000:

Number of records: 75
Top 5 Offense Groups (Groups Defined) Penalty Total # of Records
safety-related offenses
$5,637,014,255
15
healthcare-related offenses $3,373,675,000
10
govt-contracting-related offenses $1,109,688,435 19
competition-related offenses $63,466,568
6
environment-related offenses $4,571,885
19

drug or medical equipment safety violation $5,636,840,000 9
off-label or unapproved promotion of medical products
		
$3,373,675,000
10
False Claims Act and related $1,109,688,435
19
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act $60,216,568
3
environmental violation
$4,571,885
19
Notes:
Parent-subsidiary linkages are based on relationships current as of the latest revision listed in
the Update Log, which may vary from what was the case when a violation occurred. The penalty
totals are adjusted to account for the fact that the individual entries below may include both
agency records and settlement announcements for the same case; or else a penalty covering
multiple locations may be listed in the individual records for each of the facilities. The totals are
also adjusted to reflect cases in which federal and state or local agencies cooperated and issued
separate announcements of the outcome. For more details on misconduct by this company, see
its entry in the Project On Government Oversight’s Federal Contractor Misconduct Database.

$10,193,896,333
NOTE: NZ GOV'T HAS
BOUGHT PFIZER COVID
JABS FOR NZ CHILDREN

Violation Tracker UK data on for this company can be found HERE:

https://violationtracker.goodjobsfirst.org/prog.php?parent=pfizer
The Real News #4
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"The vaccines are designed
to kill and depopulate
the planet"
By Perspektiv
January 10, 2022
After hearing the witness statements to the German Corona
Investigative Committee by former vice president of Pfizer
Dr Mike Yeadon who has been a scientist for 36 years, lawyers with Reiner Füllmich draw the same conclusion: The
injections normally called Corona vaccines are designed to
experiment on the human race and to find out what dosage
of a yet unknown toxin is needed in order to kill people. The
mortality rate linked to the vaccines, according to Yeadon, is
traceable in terms of lot numbers of the different batches, as
some batches appear to be more lethal than others. When
taking a look at the evidence available, the main goal with the
injections all over the world is global depopulation, according
to the lawyers involved. Dr Füllmich told Perspektiv that the
lawyers preparing an international law suit were no longer in
doubt: Poisoning and mass murder through so called Corona
vaccines is intentionally being perpetrated on the peoples of
the world.
Citizen Journalist Ulf Bittner from EU/EES Healthcare blog and
Sverige Granskas stated in the interview that the situation
with traceable lot numbers and injuries and death related to
lot numbers is similar in the different health care regions of
Sweden. Bittner is in contact with a vaccine coordinator who
has provided documents to keep track of how many people
have been injured and lost their lives related to the different
batches of the so-called vaccines. THE VIDEO TIMELINE:
01:00 Different numbers on the barcodes on the bottom of the
vaccine doses are placebo which has been given to politicians
according to a Slovenian chief nurse. Is it the same in other
countries?
1:54 Mike Yeadon and the LOT numbers of some shots of the
brands Moderna, Johnson&Johnson and Pfizer/Biontech are related to much higher mortality than for the other manufacturers. (See this link regarding lot numbers: https://www.howbad.
info/ - Ed.)
3:52 The producers of the so-called vaccines are experimenting with the correct dosages to kill people according to Dr
Füllmich. This according to the Corona Investigative Committee, constitute compelling evidence for punitive damages and
attempted mass murder. They are intentionally killing people.

tests diagnosing SARS-CoV-2 from 31/12-2021. PCR- tests are
the foundation of the pandemic. Why is Anthony Fauci now
doing a 180-degree turn?
17:25 At least a million dollars per person will be claimed in
punitive damages if the lawsuit is successful.
18:33 Previously only ten percent of all adverse effects were
reported. In the situation the world is right now, the team estimated that in fact only one percent of all adverse effects were
being reported.
19:25 CEO of a life insurance company from Indiana USA with
100 billions of dollars in assets said: "Over the span of this
past year there has been an excess mortality of 40 percent".
This is believed to be due to the injections.
21:05 What substance in the vials makes them so lethal? Is it
graphene oxide/graphene hydroxide?
22:37 It is the dosage which makes the difference. This is not a
vaccine, as a vaccine provides immunity, while these products
demand incessant injections. Either a vaccine works or it does
not.
24:40 This is not gene therapy either, since a gene therapy
means exchanging a broken gene with a fixed one. This is
more like experimenting on people, and trying to kill us.
25.15 The doses are not tested by governments, while governments will be keeping the contracts hidden from the public
for at least 55 years. How is this affecting the possibility of getting people punished? Dr Füllmich goes through all the lies
paving the way for the tyrannical situation the world is now in.
28:25 The vaccines are neither safe nor effective. The producers are experimenting on lethal doses of poison. Everyone
now taking part in intentional malicious infliction of harm will
be punished.
30:05 How sure are legal experts about the conclusion that
Mike Yeadon has drawn from this, that it is all about depopulation and intentionally killing people through injections? If

08:30 Lawyers from India have filed complaints for premeditative murder.
09:55 Mike Yeadon as a witness for the coming legal action
against the perpetrators.
10:44 Everyone who criticises the wrongdoings of the governments of the world is being called a 'right wing extremist'.
This has also happened to the internationally renowned
scientist Mike Yeadon.
13:05 The CDC withdrew the recommendation for the PCR10
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close to 50 lawyers are of the same opinion, it is regarded as
"irrefutable proof”.
32:08 Batches of injections in Sweden can be traced by an application.
32:45 Füllmich is cooperating with people working within the
secret service of Germany who do not wish to take the injections.
34:15 Dr Lee Merritt on combat pilots in the USA refusing to
get the shots. According to Dr Füllmich, Dr Merrit explained:
”They understood that if they were forced to [get vaccinated]
they were going to get killed.”
35:15 Information is being collected on batches in Sweden
from every region, the Swedish health authorities (Folkhälsomyndigheten) and medical board (Läkemedelsverket). Every
batch is traceable through an application. There is economic
reward for the Swedish regions which manage to get more
people injected. One of the expert lawyers involved in the
upcoming court hearings is a specialist on Nuremberg Trials.
38:45 How will the trials be performed, and through what legal
structure? A common design, the same structure as for the
Nuremberg trials.
39:40 Free choice should reign for members of the European
Union. Consumers of health care have consumer rights. Fraud
means misleading the people and consumers of health care.
42:00 The so called vaccines are an adulterated product put on
to the market. According to Mike Yeadon there is a law in the

US that will make everyone liable for the harms created by the
adulterated product. Toxins are being put into the vials other
than the known lipids etc, which the people who took the vaccines never consented to.
43:40 The importance of decentralization of power and national independence rather than global organizations such as the
European Union telling the people what to do. Disconnecting
from the banking system, NGO:s and creating independent
and strong agricultural supply chains, energy supply chains
etc.
46:15 When are the trials going to take place? How will the
indictments happen and how will the trials be held? One of
the goals is to inform people and expose the wrongdoings by
involving the alternative media so that the mainstream media
won't be able to ignore the trials. The crew is working on a
new system of law in the USA, Africa and Germany.
50:48 Dr Füllmich believes the world is close to a tipping point
and the whole narrative will fall apart very very soon, maybe
in a couple of weeks or months.
54:13 Robert Malone, Robert F Kennedy and Mike Yeadon and
others involved in exposing the agenda are in contact with
each other, and a tour is planned with these whistleblowers in
the USA in March.
SOURCE: html https://rumble.com/vsaft1-reiner-fllmich-and50-lawyers-the-vaccines-are-designed-to-kill-and-depopul.
html

BREAKING

Japan Drops All Vaxxine
Mandates
Places Myocarditis Warning on Label
By The Remnant News Paper
January 6, 2022
Japan has announced that public and private sectors can not
discriminate against those who refuse the experimental mRNA
gene therapy injections.
Japan’s ministry of health is taking a sensible, ethical approach
to Covid vaccines. They recently labeled the vaccines with a
warning about myocarditis and other risks. They also reaffirmed their commitment to adverse event reporting to document potential side-effects.
Japan’s ministry of health now states: “Although we encourage all citizens to receive the COVID-19 vaccination, it is not
compulsory or mandatory. Vaccination will be given only with
the consent of the person to be vaccinated after the information provided.”
Furthermore, they state: “Please get vaccinated of your own
decision, understanding both the effectiveness in preventing
infectious diseases and the risk of side effects. No vaccination
will be given without consent.”
Finally, “Please do not force anyone in your workplace or
those who around you to be vaccinated, and do not discriminate against those who have not been vaccinated.”
They also link to a “Human Rights Advice” page that includes
instructions for handling any complaints if individuals face
vaccine discrimination at work.
The Real News #4

Japan’s policy avoids most of these problems simply placing
responsibility for the decision on the individual receiving the
intervention, or the parent in the case of a child who is not old
enough to consent.
Incidentally, this focus on choice and freedom was somewhat
reflected in Japan’s policies throughout the pandemic, which
were less stringent that most countries, including those in the
U.S.
SOURCE: https://www.australiannationalreview.com/health/
japan-drops-all-vaxxine-mandates-places-myocarditis-warning-on-label/?fbclid=IwAR0Az6NizDsTJOEUxB4P2FHpNXtBc7j
zjC7GHJtvALRBQqqJEBYpCc-IHVE

NOTE: UK PM JOHNSON DROPS
COVID RULES
"The government will no longer mandate the wearing of face masks anywhere...We will no longer
require face masks in classrooms...We will trust the
judgment of the British people and no longer criminalize anyone who chooses not to wear one."
SOURCE: https://www.reddit.com/r/SaltyArmy/comments/
s7ybk0/uk_pm_johnson_drops_covid_rules_the_government/

Sweden Declare Pandemic "Over"
SOURCE: https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/swedendeclares-pandemic-be-over
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How Medical Ethics
Came To Be Ignored
By Guy Hatchard PhD
February 9, 2022
From our unique perspective in New Zealand there is probably
no more twisted tale of the pandemic than the transformation of
medical ethics. Due to our closed borders, NZ has so few Covid
cases (18,000 at the time of writing) and almost no Covid deaths
(53), that our pandemic medical history so far has been largely
about isolation, vaccination, and testing. The political history
of the pandemic has been about control of our borders, the
creation of fear, and public assurances of the absolute safety of
mRNA vaccines. In contrast, the official count of adverse effects
of Pfizer Covid vaccination stands at 50,000 and the death toll
proximate to vaccination at 130+. Due to under reporting, both
these figures are known to be huge underestimates. The excess
all-cause non-Covid deaths during the vaccine rollout has been
reliably measured at 2000+. SEE: https://www.bitchute.com/
video/dASUoQ92PTbD

Alarming rise in illness following vaccination

Despite this, booster shots are being heavily advertised and
mandated in the absence of unequivocal evidence of benefit,
and the presence of ample evidence of an increased danger of
adverse effects. Nor at any point has there been any serious account of our lack of knowledge of the long term effects of mRNA
vaccination. Certainly there is increasing evidence of harm from
vaccination. For example, painstakingly collected accurate data
from the US military points to massive rises in disease rates in
many serious categories of illness including a 3x rise in cancers. There has been a concerted effort to keep this story out of
mainstream media. The cover up is almost a bigger story than
the actual data. SEE: https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/thismedical-data-from-the-us-dod
Along with reports of vaccine injury, there has been a steady
stream of papers published recently which are beginning to
elucidate very worrying mechanisms underlying vaccine injury.
Initial expectations were that after stimulating spike protein
production sufficiently to induce an immune response, mRNA
genetic sequences in the vaccines would dissipate rapidly, and
therefore safely. A study published in the journal Cell on 24th
January 2022 shows that the mRNA sequences can persist in
lymph node germinal centres for weeks causing greater spike
havoc than Covid infection itself. SEE: https://www.cell.com/
cell/fulltext/S0092-8674(22)00076-9?rss=yes#relatedArticles
The official reports of vaccine adverse effects in NZ are running
at 30 times the rate of reported injuries from prior flu vaccines.
The fact that this has not rung alarm bells is incomprehensible.
The fact that the government has persisted with its saturation
advertising announcing the safety and necessity of Covid vaccination is doubly concerning. It is apparent from the failure to
investigate alarming data, that the practice of medical ethics has
transformed to become almost unrecognisable.

Medical ethics

A common framework used when analysing medical ethics is
the "four principles" approach postulated by Tom Beauchamp
and James Childress in their textbook Principles of Biomedical
Ethics. It recognizes four basic moral principles, which are to be
judged and weighed against each other, with attention given to
the scope of their application. The four principles are:
Autonomy – the patient has the right to refuse or choose their
treatment. This is rooted in society's respect for individuals'
ability to make informed decisions about personal matters with
freedom.
Beneficence – a practitioner should act in the best interest of
the patient and their family. In other words, healing is the aim of
medicine.
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Non-maleficence – to not be the cause of harm. Many consider
this should be the primary consideration – that it is more important not to harm your patient, than to do them good, which is part
of the Hippocratic oath that doctors take.
Justice – concerns the fair distribution of scarce health resources, and the decision as to who gets what treatment.
In practice, however, many treatments carry some risk of harm.
In some circumstances, e.g. in desperate situations where the
outcome without treatment will be grave, risky treatments that
stand a high chance of harming the patient could be justified.
This is because the risk of not treating is also very likely to do
harm. So the principle of non-maleficence (non-harm) is not
absolute, and balances against the principle of beneficence
(doing good). This has particularly affected debates around the
promotion to doctors by drug companies of strong narcotics
such as Oxycodone which is highly addictive and whose overuse
commonly leads to respiratory failure and death.

Application of medical ethics

It can readily be appreciated that the debate around how to
apply medical ethics to medical practice has some grey areas
and deficiencies. Medical misadventure is now the third leading cause of death in the USA. Has this led to an acceptance of
risk that should in fact be avoided? In large part the rules being
applied to drug approval are in fact very strict. Double blind trials are required. Lengthy periods of assessment are mandated.
Deaths following treatment are investigated and usually trials
are suspended when these occur. Generally for vaccinations,
assessment takes around ten years and 2 deaths per million
recipients would be the maximum allowed in a finally approved
product.
In complete contrast, the pre-approval trial periods for Covid-19
vaccines have been of the order of 6 months. The critical assessments of secondary effects have not been undertaken.
These are aimed to check that general health outcomes for trial
participants such as cardiac conditions and cancers do not exceed population norms. Note the US military data here. Clearly
serious injury and deaths associated with Covid-19 vaccinations have exceeded the traditional limits by a massive margin.
Moreover outcomes proximate to vaccination reported through
VAERS cover a very wide range of conditions. Have professional
medical bodies raised the alarm? No. Why?

Why were principles of medical ethics ignored?
Initially there were reports that Covid-19 was a very serious illness with mortality rates as high as 5% mentioned. The reports
of mass deaths and lockdowns in Wuhan added to the perception that we were facing the worst pandemic since the 1918
flu. Figures as high as 180,000 deaths in NZ were predicted.
Fearing the worst, draconian lockdowns, border closures, and
mass vaccination seemed to be not only justified but absolutely
necessary. The Principle of the Double Effect from medical ethics whereby beneficence is weighed against non-maleficence
seemed to be almost irrelevant in the looming crisis.

This alarmist assessment rapidly dissipated. Published studies
put mortality rates well under 1%, there was a realization that
serious Covid outcomes and deaths primarily occurred among
those who were already seriously ill or physically weak due to
other causes including advanced age – in other words Covid
was not the sole cause of deaths. During the early months of
2021, it was also apparent that mRNA vaccines waned in effectiveness rapidly and did little to stop transmission. The only
principles of medical ethics that seemed still to be appropriate
were those of justice and beneficence. Reports suggested that
Covid vaccination reduced the severity of illness; might it not be
beneficial to the individual and save our over-stretched health
service from becoming overwhelmed by unvaccinated Covid
patients, thereby advantaging patients requiring treatment for
other conditions? Despite doubts about the outcome data and
mounting evidence of vaccination harm, the answer given to this
by the NZ government was a big YES. The government pointed
to some high overseas patient loads and decided to mandate
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Young Global Leaders:
WEF Puppets
Destroying Society

"own nothing and be happy"
while subsisting on a diet of
mealworms and GMO crops.
Notable members listed on
their site include:
• Chrystia Freeland, Canadian deputy PM and finance
minister
• Jagmeet Singh, leader of
Canada's Marxist NDP
• Pete Buttigieg, US secretary

Bill Gates reacting to getting
pied in the face
By CR
November 18, 2021
Look at this list of people willing to sell out humanity to advance their own careers. Some of the names might surprise
you: Vladimir Putin, Angela Merkel, Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerborg and Gavin Newsom.
No genuine leaders are allowed to emerge.
"This largely explains the current wave of medical authoritarianism sweeping the globe. There is nothing coincidental about it. Governments, media, and corporations are all
controlled behind the scenes by the same people who want
us to "own nothing and be happy" while subsisting on a diet of
worms and GMO crops."
It has become a cliché to say that world leaders are appointed,
not selected. However, it appears that not only are they appointed, but in fact trained well in advance for their future
roles.
Klaus Schwab, president of the World Economic Forum, is also
the founder of another organization called Young Global Leaders which selects and trains globalist puppets to be promoted
to positions of influence.
This largely explains the current wave of medical authoritarianism sweeping the globe. There is nothing coincidental
about it. Governments, media, and corporations are all controlled behind the scenes by the same people who want us to
The Real News #4

of transportation responsible for supply chain breakdown
• Francois-Phillipe Champagne, Canadian minister of innovation, science, and industry – this explains why the gov't is
openly discussing transhumanism and mind control.
• David de Rothschild – needs no introduction
• Emmanuel Macron, French president
• Wyclef Jean, musician and Haitian ambassador to the US
• Marc Kielburger, Justin Trudeau's friend who runs crooked
charities
• Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook
• Rajiv Shah, president of the Rockefeller Foundation
• Leana Wen, CNN's favorite medical fascist
• Alexander de Croo, Belgian PM
• Banafsheh Geretzki, head of division at the European Central
Bank and former Blackrock CEO
• Jens Spahn, German health minister who is ready to lock
down unvaccinated citizens
• Leo Varadkar, homosexual Indian former PM of Ireland, now
minister of enterprise, trade, and employment
• Jimmy Wales, founder of Wikipedia
• Ivanka Trump
• Also numerous executives at Blackrock and Goldman Sachs,
two of the world's largest investment firms,
On top of that, Klaus Schwab says that Angela Merkel, Vladimir
Putin, Tony Blair, Jacinda Ardern, and Sebastian Kurz were all
Young Global Leaders. Greta Thunberg as well.
This article adds Jeff Bezos, Richard Branson, and Bill Gates to
the list, as well as California governor Gavin Newsom, first to
www.therealnews.nz
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Profits have become secondary to this radical social agenda,
as the people controlling the corporations control the monetary system itself and are now concerned with gaining power,
restructuring society, and micromanaging our lives.

NZ

EC
ON

Governments and politicians have no concern for human
rights or even the demands of their voters, as demonstrated
by the failing Biden administration and Canada's false opposition PC party. Even Putin, former hero of the Right, is rolling
out vaccine passports in Russia.

OM

Y

Human society is controlled by people who hate humanity
and seek to corrupt, control, and destroy us. Democracy is a
puppet show. What appears to be opposition to evil is in most
cases another mouth of the same globalist bird.
This is a feudalist oligarchy. Leaders in business, politics, and
media are either members of secret societies such as Freemasonry, the Rosicrucians, and Skull and Bones, or were hand
picked and directed by Klaus Schwab. Or both.

My work here
is done.
mandate Covid vaccines for schoolchildren.
Looking at this in the larger scheme of things, it all makes
sense. Corporations, media, and government have been pushing a radical agenda on us from all angles, ranging from the
non-stop promotion of mixed-race couples, transsexualism,
and homosexuality to climate change and vegetarianism.
It never made sense that corporations would seek to alienate
their customer base with offensive and bizarre advertisements
and sell products that people don't want.

If the media weren't fully controlled, the information in this
article would be front page news and the "pandemic" would
have been over long ago.
SOURCE:
https://www.
henrymakow.
com/2021/11/young-globalleaders-wefpupp.html
See also:
https://antiempire.com/
why-doesklaus-schwabthink-thatvladimir-putinwas-a-wefyoung-globalleader/

Trudeau's eyebrown falls off
at a press conference. Really.
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BABY MURDER REGIME:

COVID jab injury overview reveals
pregnant women vaccinated in the
first or second trimester are
at risk for spontaneous abortions
By S.D. Wells
December 17, 2021
Welcome to the Orwellian death cult that pushes for vaccineinduced abortions and infertility right out in the open.
The cabal of executives at the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) are pushing social media style propaganda
for Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) jabs with the same old
dying slogan, “safe and effective,” which we’ve all witnessed,
as proven by science and practice, to be one huge fabricated
LIE.
Pregnant women in their first or second trimester who get
the Covid jabs have suffered spontaneous abortions, so how
could it possibly be “safe” or “effective” – unless effective
means effective at killing babies, in and out of the womb.
Watch the (short) videos for yourself and get ready for creepy,
script-laden pharma death-cult propaganda. “If you’re thinking of getting pregnant soon, GO get the Covid-19 vaccine
RIGHT NOW,” she whispers in a creepy voice.
Then her cohort, a practicing OBGYN, calls it “COVID-19 disease.” Sure. Then it’s onward to the corrupt CDC website for
more information on population reduction schemes.
The New England Journal of Medicine published a study showing pregnant women given Covid jabs in their first and second trimesters going into spontaneous abortion shortly after
getting the spike proteins injected. Based on the preliminary
data reported in this study*, the vaccine-induced abortion
rate is not at 4 percent, or 10 percent or 50 percent – it’s at a
whopping 82 percent.

word for word, and carpet
bomb social media with
short videos. Dial it back
to Hitler, again, with little
video clips like propaganda film “trailers.” Bill
Gates said it best when
he declared he could
save the world by reducing the population if we
do a “really great job with
new vaccines, healthcare,
reproductive health services...” – and make no
mistake, by reproductive
health services he meant
abortions.

How far have public service announcements come that paid
actors for the CDC lie and say that women are safe to get
COVID-19 vaccines before, during and after pregnancy,
putting millions of pregnant women are at high risk of blood
clots, neurological disorders, myocarditis, extreme allergic reactions, COVID variants, ADE, and the list goes on. So now the
CDC uses the old vaccine lie “safe and effective” and some
whispering lunatic to con women into getting spike protein
injections right before getting pregnant. How does this help?
They’ll tell you the antibodies go right from the mom to the
new baby, but that would be horrible. Imagine the consequences of having a newborn that is MORE susceptible to
catching and dying from COVID variants because he or she
got indirectly “vaccinated” with toxic gene therapy “technology.” Don’t believe everything you see that’s promoted by a
regulatory agency. Also, avoid “absorbing” advice on your
pregnancy from the Big Pharma abortion death cult. That is
one highly toxic sponge.
Visit Vaccines.news for updates on experimental vaccines (all
of the COVID shots) that cause blood clots and other horrific
side effects.
Sources include: NaturalNews.com; CitizenFreePress.com;
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33882218/
SOURCE: https://spikeprotein.news/2021-12-17-82-percentwomen-suffer-abortion-covid-jab.html
* See also: https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/23/dr-provescovid-vaccines-caused-increase-in-miscarriage/

Do the women of this
world want to play Russian roulette with their
baby’s life with four
to five bullets in a six
chamber gun? Yes, with
that murder rate, it won’t
matter if you call it an
abortion, a “still-birth,”
or a “sudden death”
(remembering SIDS),
because they surely will
not call it what it is…
vaccine-induced abortion (as published in
Pub-Med).
CDC obviously is paying
nurses and doctors to
read the pharma script,
28
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Life Insurance Company
Claims: Death Rate SKYROCKETS 40% for 18-64
Year Olds
By Hal Turner
January 2, 2022
The head of Indianapolis-based insurance company OneAmerica
said the death rate is up a stunning 40% from pre-pandemic levels
among working-age people.
“We are seeing, right now, the highest death rates we have
seen in the history of this business – not just at OneAmerica,”
the company’s CEO Scott Davison said during an online news
conference this week. “The data is consistent across every
player in that business.”
OneAmerica is a $100 billion insurance company that has had
its headquarters in Indianapolis since 1877. The company
has approximately 2,400 employees and sells life insurance,
including group life insurance to employers in the state.
Davison said the increase in deaths represents “huge, huge
numbers,” and that’s it’s not elderly people who are dying, but
“primarily working-age people 18 to 64” who are the employees of companies that have group life insurance plans through
OneAmerica.

ing in everyone who took the vaccines, are protruding from
human cells all over the body, like tiny little thorns. These
spikes can damage the linings of blood vessels causing the
release of clotting factors that generate blood clots, both in
small capillaries, and large.
The large clots are causing strokes, heart attacks, pulmonary
embolisms, and even loss of limbs after circulation is blocked
and gangrene sets in. The small clots are making it harder for
people’s hearts to pump blood through the lungs because of
all the micro-clotting. This puts more strain on the right side of
the heart, which then causes people to drop dead from rightside heart failure.
Kids who take these vaccines, see a lot of them developing
myocarditis (inflammation of the heart muscle) or pericarditis (inflammation of the sac around the heart muscle). The
death rate for kids who get myocarditis is an astonishing fifty
percent within five years.
When our immune systems see these little spike proteins
coming out of our own cells, our immune system ATTACKS
OUR OWN CELLS.
People are having heart attacks because their own immune
systems are attacking the heart muscle cells when they have
spike proteins coming out of them. The first evidence of this
is myocarditis, inflammation of the heart muscle. Of course it’s
inflamed; it’s being attacked by our own immune system.
The only thing these kids with myocarditis have in common:
They ALL took the COVID vax.

“And what we saw just in third quarter, we’re seeing it continue into fourth quarter, is that death rates are up 40% over what
they were pre-pandemic,” he said.

Athletes, some of the healthiest people on earth, are dropping
dead from heart attacks. Why? The vax is what they have in
common.

“Just to give you an idea of how bad that is, a three-sigma or a
one-in-200-year catastrophe would be 10% increase over prepandemic,” he said. “So 40% is just unheard of.”

Media outlets are simply not reporting that it is the VACCINES
that are implicated in all these deaths! Yet this seems to be
precisely what is happening.

Davison was one of several business leaders who spoke during the virtual news conference on Dec. 30 that was organized
by the Indiana Chamber of Commerce.

Shockingly, now the CEO of a major Insurance company is
reporting the death rate for working-age people is UP FORTY
PERCENT (40%) IN ONE QUARTER! ! ! !

Most of the claims for deaths being filed are not classified as
COVID-19 deaths, Davison said.

MORE HERE: https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-40-among-those-aged-18-64-and-notbecause-covid

Hal Turner Editorial Opinion:
No, they're not COVID deaths. I think
they're COVID VACCINE deaths!
I think the VACCINES are doing
exactly what we were told they would
do: causing people to grow spike
proteins in their own cells.
At the time, we were all led to believe
that by causing our own cells to
generate spike proteins, it would
"teach" our immune system how to
respond when it sees spike proteins
from the actual Coronavirus that
causes COVID-19. That's what they
THOUGHT their new, mRNA genetherapy technology would do.
But it seems to me that what they
thought was very different from what
they actually got.
Those spike proteins that begin growThe Real News #4
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BOMBSHELL: Pfizer lied
about death count in key
Covid 'vaccine' clinical
trial – fatalities were
MUCH higher
By Ethan Huff
November 17, 2021
(Natural News) Back on July 28, 2021 Pfizer and BioNTech
published six-month data on a key Covid-19 “vaccine” clinical
trial that claimed 15 participants who received the injections
died compared to 14 who did not receive it. It turns out that
the pharmaceutical duo lied about the numbers, as there were
actually 21 deaths associated with the jabs.
Pfizer-BioNTech basically trimmed off 30 percent of the deaths
to make it appear as though those who took its injections fared
better than those who did not. The reality is that more people
died after getting “vaccinated” than died receiving a “placebo”. (The trial used a saline solution as the placebo injection.)
“These were not just Covid deaths,” reported Alex Berenson about this discovery. “In fact, they were mostly not from
Covid.”
“Only three of the people in the trial died of Covid-related illnesses – one who received the vaccine, and two who received
the saline shot. The other deaths were from other illnesses and
diseases, mostly cardiovascular.”
Under normal circumstances, researchers would have dubbed
the deaths as having been the result of “all-cause mortality.”
But Pfizer-BioNTech hid this information in an appendix to the
report because it did not support the narrative that the jabs
are “safe and effective.”
“But all-cause mortality is arguably the MOST important
measure for any drug or vaccine – especially one meant to be
given prophylactically to large numbers of healthy people, as
vaccines are,” Berenson notes.
Pfizer lied, and potentially millions will die

“The imbalance was small but notable, considering that regulators worldwide had found that the Pfizer and Moderna mRNA
vaccines were linked to heart inflammation in young men.”
At best, Berenson says, the results given by Pfizer-BioNTech
prove that the jabs, “now pushed on nearly a billion people
worldwide at a cost of tens of billions of dollars and ruinous
and worsening civil liberties restrictions” did absolutely nothing “to reduce overall deaths.”
“Worse, Pfizer and BioNTech had vaccinated almost all the
placebo recipients in the trial shortly after the Food and Drug
Administration okayed the vaccine for emergency use on Dec.
11, 2020,” he added.
As it turns out, many of the committee members at the FDA
who green-lighted the Pfizer-BioNTech injections, including
the boosters, have direct financial ties to these two companies.
Hidden in the FDA’s “Summary Basis for Regulatory Action” is
a tiny footnote explaining that many more vaccinated people
died during the Pfizer-BioNTech trials than the two companies
let on in their July update. Somehow this did not affect the
FDA’s decision to approve the injections.
“Pfizer somehow miscounted – or publicly misreported, or
both – the number of deaths in one of the most important clinical trials in the history of medicine,” Berenson warned.
Sources for this article include:
https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/more-people-died-inthe-key-clinical
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-01-fascism-fda-committee-members-financial-ties-pfizer.html
SOURCE: https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-17-pfizerlied-deaths-covid-vaccine-trial-fatalities.html

THESE ARE THE OFFICIALLY
ADMITTED DEATHS AND
INJURIES FROM THE COVID
"VACCINES":
DRAW YOUR OWN CONCLUSIONS.

Interestingly, the “fresh” data that Pfizer-BioNTech released
in late July was actually already four months old at the time it
was published. The two companies had apparently stopped
collecting data on vaccine-related deaths as of March 13.
Even at that time, though, the figures were troubling. In the
initial safety report that Pfizer-BioNTech provided to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which contained data
through November 2020, the researchers said that four “placebo” recipients and two “vaccine” recipients died.
One of the jab recipients died after the first dose while the
other died after the second. The July update reversed that
trend by claiming that between November 2020 and March
2021, 13 jab recipients died compared to just 10 placebo
recipients.
“Further, nine vaccine recipients had died from cardiovascular events such as heart attacks or strokes, compared to
six placebo recipients who died of those causes,” Berenson
further explained.
The Real News #4
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VAXTASTROPHE
IN THE SKY
By Jim Stone
www.jimstonefreelance.com

This was real easy to fact check, it is legit
I have fact checked this, it is legit. In-flight emergency sqwaks,
(sqawk 7700) have indeed increased by about 124X (12,400
percent) since the vax. Gosh, that matches the previous percentage increase of pilot deaths too. Pretty soon we are going
to start having planes with both pilot and co-pilot disabled.
A while ago I posted a list of all the commercial pilot deaths
post vax. Pilots are quite healthy so usually the list only has a
few per year. However, after the vax there were hundreds on
the list for 2021, and now we have THIS from a pilot:
"Something HUGE and really scary is going on with aviation.
You can see for yourself. I am a former airline captain, I am out
of the industry but I still keep tabs of what is going on. I have
an app on my phone, it's a free app that you can download
yourself, it is called flightradar24. One of the really cool fea-

tures of this app is you can have alerts set up so if an aircraft
somewhere in the world declares an emergency, in the industry we call it squawking 7700, you can get a notification. I've
had this app for years and usually you would see one to four
emergencies pop up every month. That's how it's always been,
aviation is pretty safe, there's not a whole lot of emergencies
worldwide on the monthly basis. But over the last couple of
months I have been getting notifications sometimes up to 10
times a day. I've already had four this morning! Something
huge and scary is going on out there and nobody is talking
about it. I am seeing so many aircraft declaring emergencies
on a daily basis, and I don't know what is going on. You don't
have to believe me, you can download the app for yourself and
set up the notifications. A lot of emergencies happening these
days, I don't know if I want to fly commercially anymore.
My comment: Posted anonymously but was VERY EASY to
confirm. I frequently look at flightradar24. so I suspected this
was legit and sure enough, there really are that many planes
declaring emergencies. I did not know how many was normal,
so I looked for precedent and found it. Normally there really
are only a few sqwaks per month, here is a post from six years
ago where a pilot is wondering why there were suddenly 1-4
per week. I wonder what he would think of 10 per day. This is
on Aviation.stackexchange. before the shot, a few a week was
a lot. WTH is going on????

Pilot Deaths Up 1700%
after Vax Mandates
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326 athlete cardiac
arrests, serious
issues, 183 dead,
after COVID shot
By News Editors at vaccinedeaths.com
(Article republished from GoodSciencing.com.)
It is definitely not normal for young athletes to suffer from
cardiac arrests or to die while playing their sport, but this
year it is happening. All of these heart issues and deaths come
shortly after they got a COVID vaccine. While it is possible this
can happen to people who did not get a COVID vaccine, the
sheer numbers clearly point to the only obvious cause.
The so-called health professionals running the COVID vaccine
programs around the world keep repeating that “the COVID
vaccine is a normal vaccine and it is safe and effective.”
So in response to their pronouncement, here is a non-exhaustive and continuously growing list of young athletes who had
major medical issues in 2021 after receiving one or more
COVID vaccines. Initially, many of these were not reported.
We know that many people were told not to tell anyone about
their adverse reactions and the media was not reporting them.
They started happening after the first COVID vaccinations.
The mainstream media still are not reporting most, but sports
news cannot ignore the fact that soccer players and other
stars collapse in the middle of a game due to a heart attack.
Many of those die – about 50%.
We really appreciate the athletes named in this list who have
confirmed what happened to them so the truth can be known.

The Real News #4

Sidelined Athletes with 'Illness' Not Included in This Report

Many sports teams now have multiple sidelined players. There
are dozens of them. The teams and Big Media are hiding this,
thinking nobody will notice. These damaged players will not
be shown in this report if they are reported only as “illness”
but they would be worth tracking, because it is not normal to
have so many. Their immune systems are likely to have been
compromised by “something,” so they will be open to many
things they would normally have been able to shrug off. We
leave it to others to track these – we have our hands full handling the investigations for this list, going back in time trying
to find new information that wasn’t available before, and making minor corrections as they are discovered. It will all come
out eventually.
The chart at the bottom of this page shows athlete collapses
and deaths until 15th December 2021.
Here is a non-exhaustive list of injuries reported. Most were
cardiac arrest.
• Cardiac Arrest
• Blood Clots or Thrombosis
• Stroke
• Irregular Heartbeat
• Arrhythmia
• Neuropathy
• Death
This story will grow over time, as new information is added. If
you have proof of information that we don’t already have, or
if you have a correction, please send it through our contact
form, with as much information as possible. Useful information
would be the person’s name, age, what happened to them, if
they had the COVID vaccine(s), date of death, link to any news
story.
For the skeptics who believe this is normal, feel free to repeat
the following 18 words, after reading each record or name in
this list: “The COVID vaccine is a normal vaccine. The COVID
vaccine is safe. These injuries and deaths are normal.”
SOURCE: https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-12-17-183-deadafter-covid-shot.html
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How the masses were
hypnotised into the COVID Cult
By Makia Freeman
THE STORY: Does it
sometimes feel to you that
you are surrounded by
people who've been hypnotized? Well, in
a very real sense they have been.
THE IMPLICATIONS: Learn the psychology that explains why many have undergone mass hypnosis via an elaborate and
cleverly disguised initiation ritual into a
cult – the COVID Cult.
The scamdemic is highly akin to a ritual;
those under the spell have fallen into
delusion, mass hypnosis and initiation into
the COVID Cult.
Operation Coronavirus has shown
how mass hypnosis
can be inculcated into entire populations,
around the world. We are now 20 months
into “2 weeks to flatten the curve” and
there are still many people hopelessly
lost in the official narrative. The NWO
(New World Order) controllers know that
narrative is everything. To control the
information and to control the way people
interpret that information is the absolute
power to control perception. Why do you
think Bond villain and WEF head Klaus
Schwab just held another WEF (World
Economic Forum) event on introducing
The Great Narrative? A really effective
narrative has a hypnotizing effect. This
article will take a deeper look at how the
official COVID narrative has been able to
induce people into a state of fear, disempowerment, compliance, obedience and
mass hypnosis – and how it continues to
do so – in a manner identical to the brainwashing propaganda of a cult.
Still Buying the Official Narrative …
Look around you. Do you see many
people, including family, friends and
colleagues, who are still buying into the
official narrative – even at this stage in
the game when there has been so much
information to destroy it? Even when Big
Pharma have admitted the vaccine was
never designed to stop transmission?
Even when recent statistics from VAERS
(as of November 12th 2021) show 875,653
adverse events following COVID vaccines and 18,461 COVID vaccine deaths?
We need to recall that the 2010 Harvard
Pilgrim Health Care study concluded that
under 1% of vaccine adverse events or
side effects are ever reported; going by
that, that would mean 87 million COVID
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vaccine injuries and 1.8 million COVID
vaccine deaths in the USA – a nation
of 330 million (over 1/4 of the country
injured). Mass murder is certainly no
exaggeration.
Clinical Psychology Professor
Explains Mass Formation
In this interview on The Pandemic
Podcast, Mattias Desmet, a professor
of clinical psychology at the Belgian
University of Ghent, explains the psychological reason why so many still buy into
the narrative. He outlines four conditions
that need to be present that allow people
to fall for an absurd official narrative,
become hypnotized and fall into what he
calls mass formation. Mass formation (also
known as mass psychology, mob psychology or crowd psychology) studies how
human behavior is influenced by large
groups of people. This brief description
gives an overview of it. Gustave Le Bon,
Sigmund Freud, Leon Festinger and Philip
Zimbardo have all contributed to the
understanding of this concept. Essentially,
when people become part of a crowd,
they deindividuate. There is a tendency
for people to give away their personal
identity, self-responsibility, self-awareness, guilt, empathy and other individual
morality-related attitudes and behaviors.
A mob mentality can take over.
Desmet cites the following four conditions as necessary precursors to
mass hypnosis:
1. Lack of social bond/connectedness
2. Lack of meaning/sense making
3. Free-floating anxiety and psychological
discontent
4. Free-floating frustration and aggression
When you have a society where there is
already a lot of general anxiety, and where
people are uprooted psychologically and
spiritually because they are disconnected
from their essence and their purpose
(and from other humans too), they are
ripe for exploitation. The NWO controllers
melded together this free-floating anxiety
with the fear of the virus (fear of disease/
death). I encourage all readers to familiarize themselves with the NWO blueprint
which was revealed in 1969 by Dr. Richard
Day. It talks about how the world would
be socially engineered so that everything
would be chaotic and in a constant state
of flux, and people would be encouraged
to move away from their hometowns and
families, so that people would be more

disconnected from each other and feel
less grounded.
Desmet describes how such people with
these four conditions develop a very
small field of attention, both mentally and
emotionally, and seem unable to expand
it even when faced with the facts. He
gives examples from historical totalitarian
regimes, saying that usually only around
30% of the population becomes hypnotized. Another 40% is not hypnotized but
is cowardly, too afraid to speak up. This is
why people must continue to speak out
now during the COVID scamdemic. Historically, once the opposition is silenced
or destroyed, the dictator becomes even
more monstrous, metaphorically devouring his own children (killing his own
people/supporters) as Hitler and Stalin
both did.
Mass Hypnosis Leads to
Mass Psychosis
Mass hypnosis isn’t even the final destination. It can go even further into mass
psychosis, where an entire population
becomes infected with madness and loses
its ability to think clearly and rationally.
Sound familiar? This (at source link - Ed)
After Skool/Academy of Ideas video does
a great job of explaining mass psychosis –
an epidemic of madness that occurs when
a large portion of society loses touch with
reality and descends into delusions. With
anxiety already present in large amounts
in the population, the foundations were
already there to generate a pandemic of
compliance – for that is what Operation
Coronavirus really is, a pandemic of compliance. With decades or even centuries
of relentless propaganda, the general
population was a fertile ground for seeds
of collectivism and authoritarianism to be
sown and grown.
How many people do you know are stuck
inside the COVID Cult, trapped in fear,
giving away their power and worshipping
the official narrative?
The Corona-Initiation Ritual and the
COVID Cult
Beyond mass hypnosis and mass psychosis, we can even take this analysis
one step further – into the subconscious
realms and into the occult. The mass
psychosis video touches briefly on how
people can more effectively be brought
under the heel of totalitarianism by isolation. This is something I highlighted in a
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Please subscribe !

Each issue of The Real News brings you truthful, reliable and unbiased information that’s almost
impossible to find in “mainstream media” and even much of “alternative
media” as well. The Real News is journalism as it was meant to be – and not a moment too soon.

Would you like to subscribe and/or purchase
BULK COPIES of The Real News?
Visit our website shop HERE:

https://therealnews.nz/products/
The REAL NEWS is also available as a FREE PDF download from our website.
Please SHARE it with colleagues, friends and family.
If you have internet, please subscribe ONLINE. If not, use coupon below:
(sorry, no cash, thanks)
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